Guidelines for the Peter Zervakos Memorial Trophy

Brotherhood

• Our ultimate goal is to foster interaction and brotherhood between chapters in the SEC. Keep that in mind during your interactions. Don’t let rivalry overshadow brotherhood.

The Handoff

• The chapter that possesses the Pete should contact the other team’s chapter prior to the game in order to facilitate the handoff.
• The two chapters should meet before the game. As many brothers as possible should be present for the meeting.
• The Pete should be passed off to the next chapter regardless of the size of the receiving chapter’s representation at the game. Whether brothers are with a full marching band, smaller pep band, or attending the game as spectators, the Pete should change hands.
• Members of the two chapters should take a picture together with the Pete.
• Following the game, please upload the picture at: uga.sinfonia.org/the-pete.

Taking Care of the Pete

• Please be mindful of the security and condition of the trophy. It wasn’t cheap to make, and we’d like it to be around for a very long time.
• If it is ever misplaced, please contact the Epsilon Lambda Chapter.

East/West Distribution

• Please make every effort to ensure that the Pete travels between the Eastern and Western divisions of the conference regularly (at least every 3 to 4 games).

Non-Football Events

• In addition to Football games, the Pete should be passed off at the SEC Basketball Tournaments, National Phi Mu Alpha events, and any others events where two chapters come into contact with one another.

Schools without Chapters

• Currently, LSU and Texas A&M do not have active chapters of Phi Mu Alpha. We have chosen to include their logos on the Pete in case they colonize at some point in the future.